Asset Lifecycle Management
Improving IT, Through Tailored
Asset Management Services
PDS helps customers across the country manage the most
complex technology initiatives end-to-end, including fulfillment,
deployment, support, management, and retirement of their most
critical devices. Our customers benefit from integrated solutions
that streamline and simplify asset management, all while allowing
your team to focus on strategic improvements and enhancements.

Fulfillment

Management

PDS offers highly customizable web-based sourcing solutions to
help reduce order processing costs, decrease time-to-fulfillment,
and improve order accuracy. Customers can take advantage of
PDS Asset View, which is a simple to use management tool for
accessing purchase history, tracking device lifecycle, and viewing
warranty status.

Support

PDS offers a wide range of fulfillment services that can be
individually tailored for your business. From asset tagging, custom
reporting, imaging, and managed delivery, PDS will streamline
your IT business process and allow your internal team to focus on
more strategic tasks.

Integrated Configuration services like our Virtual Site Staging
imaging process allows your devices to arrive end-user ready,
with your OS and applications configured for your network using
your preferred systems management tool.
Our patented Rack N Roll packaging and deployment system
creates a seamless delivery and installation process, eliminates
packaging waste, and improves the quality of service provided to
the business.

Deployment

Whether it’s a large-scale project or just a small refresh, let PDS
take your delivery to the next level with our deployment services.
Our systematized tools and processes allow for effective and
efficient deployments, while allowing each end user to feel like
they received special treatment.
Our integrated tools allow for individual tracking of assets
from procurement to deployment, accurate location tracking of
individual assets, and secure supply chain management for assets
to be retired.

PDS offers consulting and implementation services for Microsoft
SCCM and LANDESK Management Suite. We help optimize
systems management tools to provide pertinent asset information
required to support an effective roll-out as well as implementation
of streamlined image and application deployment methodologies
to ensure each device is configured to exact user requirements.
PDS has a team of experienced resources who have a deep
knowledge of device technologies in all business areas. Our
specialized support solutions reduce downtime by creating an
effective strategy to handle device tracking and maintenance.
PDS can customize depot repair services as well as provide onsite support options for your warranty and out-of-warranty repair
needs. Customized sparing solutions leverage our fulfillment
capabilities to have the right device on standby in the event of an
issue.

Retirement

PDS offers secure and integrated asset disposition programs that
help you maximize value recovery. Our retirement services help
reduce IT “waste” and eliminate the need for on-site storage.
We also provide a secure chain of custody in order to minimize
security and regulatory risks.

For more information on our capabilities, visit
www.PDSIT.net or call (800) 966-6090.
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